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Hair straightener

ClassicCoiffeur
PHS7961

Powerful, professional, efficient: the
Classic Coiffeur series with PowerCare
technology from Bosch
● PowerCare Technology: long ceramic-tourmaline heating

plates for even faster and gentle straightening
● Ionisation to reduce static leaving hair smooth and silky
● Anodised, flexible plates for perfect heat distribution without

hot spots. Extremely smooth and durable for healthy hair
● Flexible, rounded plates are ideal for creating curls
● Fast heating-up time: 25 s

Technical Data
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD) (mm) :

 80 x 145 x 340
Dimensions of the master case (mm) :  185 x 305 x 355
Pallet dimensions :  202 x 80 x 120
Quantity per packing unit :  4
Standard number of units per pallet :  320
Units per layer :  32
Net weight (kg) :  0.5
Gross weight (kg) :  0.7
EAN code :  4242002790602
Connection rating (W) :  47
Voltage (V) :  100-240
Frequency (Hz) :  50/60
Length of electrical supply cord (cm) :  180.0
Plug type :  Euro plug w/o earthing 2.5 A
Approval certificates :  CE, ROSTEST, VDE
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ClassicCoiffeur
PHS7961

Powerful, professional, efficient: the Classic
Coiffeur series with PowerCare technology
from Bosch

- black
- 47 watt
- PowerCare Technology:

10% longer ceramic-tourmaline heating plates for even faster
and gentle straightening

- Ionisation helps reduce static for shiny, healthy looking hair
- Flexible plates for perfect adjustment to your hair
- Thanks to even heat distribution you achieve a better and

more caring styling result
- Temperature: 120-200 °C
- Fast heat up time; only 60 seconds
- DirectMax function: convenient direct selection of maximum

temperature setting
- 5 LED temperature settings for individual regulation for every

hair type
- Rounded plates are ideal for creating curls
- Lock button for additional safety and easy storage
- 3 metre swivel cord for extra flexibility
- Hanging loop
- Heat-resistant power cord (1.8 m)


